Evaluation of paediatric tolerance to an extract of Alternaria alternata under two treatment regimes. A multicentre study.
In order to evaluate the efficacy and safety of an extract of Alternaria alternata in a paediatric population, a two phase study plan has been elaborated that in the first place consists of a retrospective analysis of tolerance under the standard treatment regimes used by the clinical groups involved. This was achieved by analysing the records of 94 patients that have been treated with this extract, these being consecutive patients included at 7 clinics over a period of 6 months. Two regimes were used: a conventional short regime of 7 doses and a cluster regime. Under neither of these two regimes were any serious reactions registered. The percentage of local reactions was significantly greater using the short conventional regime than with the cluster regime (1.9% and 0.4% respectively, p = .035). In contrast, no significant differences were observed with respect to the systemic reactions (0.5% and 1.2%), these percentages also being similar to those registered with other extracts in which identical regimes have been used. In conclusion, we can confirm that a very satisfactory tolerance profile was observed, with the advantage that through using shorter regimes than the conventional regime of 13 doses, a considerable saving is made both in the number of visits and the doses necessary to reach the maintenance dose.